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ABSTRACT

A description of research on producing high energy molecular

beams under Contract AF 19(628)-3887 is given. Results of pre-

viously published work are sumrmarized for the development of

techniques for generating neutral beams in the 1 to 10 eV range

using gas dynamic acceleration of heavy species by light carrier

gases in nozzle flows from which molecular beams are extracted.

Measurements of heavy species velocities, velocity distributions

and intensities in the molecular beams formed are discussed in

relation to theoretical predictions. Studies of the gas dynamics

of free jets of pure gases and mixtures used as molecular beam

sources are reported. A brief assessment of applications to

research on atomic and molecular collision processes is included.
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INTRODUCTION

Molecular beam scattering experiments can in principle

provide a detailed knowledge of atomic and molecular collision

processes. One of the main reasons our knowledge of these processes

is limited is that molecular beams with useful. intensities have

not been available in the energy range between 0.5 and 20 eV.

Classical effusive or oven source beams have a useful upper

limit to energy of about 0.5 eV while beams formed by charge

exchange neutralization of ion beams are severely limited in

intensity at energies below 100 eV. Collisions in the excluded

energy range are responsible for many phenomena of interest and

importance in chemical reaction, electronic excitation and

molecular transport.

The objective of the research on this contract was the

development of principles and techniques for achieving beams of

neutral molecules at high intensities having energies in the

range of one to t2n electron volts. Research was particularly

directed toward developing beams of nitrogen molecules in that

energy range for bombarding target carbon dioxide molecules in

studies of excitation of internal energy states. The general

approach used was that of accelerating heavy molecules in a

mixture with a light carrier gas during expansion through a
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nozzle to form a supersonic jet from which a collimated molecular

beam could be extracted. The research has resulted in the success-

ful development of this approach into the "seeded-beam" technique.

Using the technique a variety of molecules have been aczelerated

in mixtures with helium and hydrogen to produce molecular beams

with energies well above one electron volt at intensities of

1016 to 1017 molecules per steradian-second.

The development of the means for producing high energy

beams using gas mixtures has of- necessity required investigation

of the formation of lower energy beams by expansion of pure gases.

Experimental and theoretical work in the gas dynamics of the free

jet expansion has provided the understa,.ding necessary for develop-

ment and design of seeded-beam systems. Other phenomena associated

with free jets and molecular beam formation have been investigated

in detail. These include the interaction of free jets with back-

ground gas and collimators, the rotational relaxation of nitrogen

in free jets and the diffusive separation of gas mixtures under

the high pressure gradients of free jets.

The results of research carried out under the contract have

been reported in detail in journal articles and conference pro-

ceedings. These are listed in a subsequent section of this report.

We have recently reviewed the state-of-the-art of producing
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molecular beams of neutral molecules in the range of one to twenty

electron volts by various means (8) and by the use of supersonic

jet sources (10). In this report we summarize the results of

the research which has been carried out in our laboratory.

SUMMARY ANr ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH RESULTS

The nozzle source molecular beam techniques currently in

use are derived from a proposal of Kantrowitz and Grey (12) in

1951 in which it was shown that adantages in beam intensities

and velocity distributions might result if the conventional oven

source for molecular beams were replaced by a low density super-

sonic gas jet. Within a few years these advantages were verified

by experiments in several laboratories. In practice it was shown

most convenient to use as sources free jets formed by expansion

of gases from simple converging nozzles or orifices. The free

jet has the advantage of avoiding problems of boundary layer

formation in the diverging section of a nozzle and simplifies,

to some extent, the gas dynamics of jet formations.

One of our early experiments on examining the characteristics

of free jets and the beam formation process is that reported in

Ref. (1). In this study the velocity distributions in molecular

beams of argon from free jet sources were measured using a time-

of-flight method. It was shown that the transition from con-

tinuum to free molecular flow in a free jet expansion results in



a "freezing" or axial molecular velocities and limits the minimum

width of the velocity distribution which may be obtained. A

translational temperature relaxation theory was successful in

correlating uie results. An improved model (which takes into

account the transition to free molecular flow in the jet) for

predicting beam intensities also resulted from this study. Further

studies of velocity distributions obtained in free jets of pure

gases were reported in Refs. (3) and (5).

The interaction of the jet with the skimmer or first

collimating orifice in the beam formation system has been examined

in several laboratories. Ideally, a skimmer would pass a central

streamline of the jet into the main beam chamber without any

alteration of molecular trajectories or velocities. For high

jet densities this is not the case and maximum beam intensity

is limited by "skimmer interference" with the flow. In Ref. (3)

we reported the results of experiments with a cryogen-cooled

skiner designed to condense jet molecules on the skimmer surfaces

and prevent their reflection and interference with jet molecules.

We concluded that the decrease in the efficiency of beam formation

at high jet densities was the direct result of reflection of

molecules from skimmer surfaces and not due to self-scattering

of beam molecules. Our inrcrpretation of the results obtained in

various laboratories is given in Ref. (10).

The pumping requirements for nozzle beam systems may in

certain circumstances be considerably greater than for oven
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beam systems. In Ref. (2) we reported studies of the interaction

of background gas with free jets in the beam formation process.

We observed that the free jet in effect behaves as a pump in

clearing background gas from its central core. It was found

that as an approximation the distance cleared by the jet is pro-

portional to the nozzle flow rate and that further downstream

simple scattering by background gas occurs. These results make

possible much more accurate determination of pumping requirements

for nozzle beam systems.

The low static temperatures reached in expansion of a jet

may result in the gas becoming supersaturated and give rise to

condensation. Since even dimer formation may interfere in many

beam experiments, we made a theoretical study of the condensation

process and developed a simple approximate theory of differ

formation which is in fair agreement with measurements in other

laboratories. The results of our study were given in Ref. (3).

When a pure gas expands isentropically in a free jet, the

average kinetic energy of the molecules is given by

2 To
=2 mV dT)

p
T

where V is the flow velocity, m is the molecular mass, C is the
p

molecular specific heat at constant pressure, To is the stagnation
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or source temperature, and T is the static temperature in the jet.

At Mach numbers above 5 the static temperature in the jet approaches

zero and the average kinetic energy approaches a limiting value --

about 0.05 eV for a room temperature source and 0.5 eV for a

source at 3000'K. For a binary gas mixture of light and heavy

molecules, if there are enough collisions to give temperature and

velocity equilibration between species, the kinetic energy of

the heavy molecules is given by

2  Mh To

Mm CpmdT (2)

0

where the subscript m indicates the mean vlue for the mixture and

h indicates the heavy species. For mixtures with a trace of

heavy species the kinetic energy of the heavy species is higher

than that of a pure gas by a factor approximately equal to the

ratio of the masses of the heavy and light species. For a dilute

mixture of argon in helium with a source temperature of 3000 0K

the argon kinetic energy would then be about 5 eV.

Using the time-of-flight technique to measure beam velocities

and therefore the translational kinetic energies, we demonstrated

experimentally that the gas dynamic acceleration of heavy species

in a number of mixtures follows theoretical predictions. These

experiments were reported in preliminary form in Ref. (4) and in

more complete detail in Ref. (6). Results for various gas mixtures

comprising one mole percent of heavy species in hydrogen and
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helium at source temperaLtures of 300' to 2050'K are reproduced in

Table I. For these data nozzle pressures were in the range of

100 to 300 torr wih a 0.51 rmn nozzle diameter. Theoretical

velocities lisced in the table were computed from Eq. (2) with

the assumption that the heavy gas made no contribution to specific

heat by the solute except for its translational energy.

In most cases the observed velocities are very close to the

theoretical values. The departures become significant only for

the very heavy species. We found that such departures can be

overcome by increasing source density. The important feature of

the results in Table I is the fact that the solute kinetic energies

go well into the energy range above 0.5 ev. The highest values

are realized, of course, with the highest suurce cemperatures

and with the heaviest species.

At low values of the source density (or Reynolds number)

velocity equilibration between light and heavy species during

the jet expansion is not complete and the energies predicted by

Eq. (2) are not attaincd. This phenomenon can be accounted for

quantitatively in terms of an axial pressure diffusion effect

in the early stages of gas expansion. Both theoretical and

experimental studies of this velocity "slip" between species

were reported in Refs. (5) and (7).



Measurements of beam intensities obtained with the seeded

beam tehcnique were made using an ion gauge manometer. Resuits

were only approximate but the intensities of the heavy species

were about those predicted by theory. Intensities of 10 to171

1017 molecules per steradian-second were measured. Several

effects tend to concentrate? the heavier molecules on the beam

axis. The effect of radial pressure diffusion in the free Jets

was foun. to conform to predictions of a nearly-inviscid-flow

theory. Measurements of the spatial distributions of species

flux in free jets of gas mixtures were reported in Ref. (9).

A second concentrating effect is that resulting from lower

transverse velocities of the heavy species aft of the first

collimator or skimmer.

Mleasurementz of velocity distributions in beams formed from

mixtures of helium and argon were reported in Ref. (5). Theo-

retical predictions of velocity distributions under similar

conditions were given later in Ref. (7). Both theory and ex-

and heavy species is not complete even if velocity equilibration

is essentially complete. Thete is, however, a disparity between

the measured azAd predicted heavy species velocity distributions

which taemains unresolved.
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RELATIONSHIP OF RESULTS TO CONTRACT OBJECTIVES

Principles and techniques for achieving beams of neutral

molecules have bpen developed in accordance with stated contract

objectives. The general approach ot using a light gas to

accelerate heavy molecules in the "seeded-beam" technique has

been demonstrated to be successful for a variety of species

including nitrogen molecules in the energy range of one to ten

electron volts.

DIPLICATIONS ON FUTURE WORK

The "seeded-beam" technique is now sufficiently developed

for use in a number of experimental studies of atomic and

molecular collision processes. The technique has been successfully

used in or'r laboratory in measurements of momentum transfer at

surfaces with argon beams at energies up to 4.11 eV (11) and in

determinations of argon-argon total scattering cross-sections at

collision energies up to 1.6 eV (13). Further investigation of

thu gas dynamic accelerL -ion process is necessary prioL to its

use in many future experiments and a number of pr3blems remain

to be overcc--. Negertheless, in its current state the technique

provides a valuable tool i r research in collision processes and

we expect it will continue to be used with success in an increasing

variety of experiments.

i
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TABLE I. Velocities and kinetic energies obtained in molecular
beams from supersonic jets of carrier gas containing
1 mole percent of heavy species.

Helium carrier Hydrogen carrier

! obs  Vob

(i0, (10-V 2 Vb2

Heavy To (10 V To cm/ obs/ m2 V2
Species ('K) sec) Vth (eV (-K) sec) Vth e;

CH4  300 1.70 0.98 0.24 300 2.49 0.95 0.51
1200 3.47 1.00 1.00 900 4.39 .91 1.59

N2  300 1.68 0.98 0.41
1200 3.36 .98 1.64

Co 300 1.67 0.97 0.40 300 2.40 0.94 0.83
1200 3.40 0.99 1.67 900 4.18 .89 2.52

C2 6  300 1.69 0.99 0.44 300 2.46 0.97 0.94
900 2.99 1.01 1.39 900 4.14 .89 2,65

H2S 300 1.71 1.00 0.51 300 2.39 0.95 1.00

C3H6  300 1.68 0.99 0.61 300 2.21 0.89 1.06

900 2.94 1.01 1.88 900 3.89 .85 3.29

CO 2  300 1.67 0.99 0.63 300 2.25 0.91 1 151440 3.70 1.00 3.11 900 3.80 .834 3.28

So 300 1.61 0.98 0.86 300 2.24 0.95 1.662 1200 3.11 .95 3.20 955 3,54 .79 4.01

CH 3Br 300 1.51 0.95 1.12 300 2.00 0.89 1.96
1155 2.82 .91 3.90 1155 3.42 .74 5.75

Xe 300 1.40 0.92 1.33 300 1.82 0.86 2.25

S2050 3.25 .53 7.17

SF 6  300 1.38 0.91 1.44 300 1.77 0.85 2.371150 2.56 .87 4.95 1180 2.94 .67 6.53
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